
IN   THE   UNITED   STATES   DISTRICT   COURT   
FOR   THE   DISTRICT   OF   COLUMBIA   

  
  

UNITED   STATES   OF   AMERICA )   
)   

v. ) Case   No.   21-cr-00286-BAH   
)   

GRADY   DOUGLAS   OWENS, )   
Defendant. )   

____________________________________)   
  

REPLY   IN   SUPPORT   OF   DEFENDANT   GRADY   OWENS’     
MOTION   FOR   REVOCATION   OF   DETENTION   ORDER     

  
One   Second    -   that   is   how   long   Grady   Owens   had   to   realize   that   the   massive   dark   figure   

who   surprised   him   from   behind   and   forcibly   grabbed   his   arm   was   a   police   officer.   
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(Screenshot   taken   from   Metropolitan   Police   Department   (MPD)   Officer   C.B.’s   Body   Worn   

Camera   (BWC)   video   at   13:59:59   on   January   6,   2021;   Entire   video   is   Exhibit   A   -   Assistant   

United   States   Attorney   Jennifer   M.   Rozzoni   has   kindly   agreed   to   submit   this   video   to   the   Court   

via   USAFx).     

This   picture   captures   the   moment   that   Officer   C.B.   pushed   two   men   into   Grady   and   

grabbed   Grady’s   left   arm   with   his   black   gloved   hands.    Officer   C.B.   used   force   against   Grady   

while   he   cradled   the   skateboard   to   his   chest   and    before    Grady   could   defend   himself.    Grady   

instinctively   used   his   skateboard   as   a   protective   shield   against   an   unknown   threat.    We   

respectfully   submit   to   this   Honorable   Court   that   such   a   spontaneous   and   defensive   act   does   not   

meet   the   level   of   predictive   dangerousness   required   under   18   U.S.C.   §   3142(g)   for   pretrial   

detention.     

Unlike   other   defendants   charged   with   assaulting   the   police,   Grady   did   not   target   Officer   

C.B.    Grady   did   have   good   reason   to   be   nervous   due   to   the   numerous   individuals   clad   in   body   

armor   with   weapons   who   were   not   law   enforcement.    The   most   obvious   police   markings   were   on   

Officer   C.B.’s   back.    But   no   evidence   demonstrates   that   Grady   ever   saw   the   officer’s   back.   

It   is   quite   evident   from   the   BWC   videos   filed   by   both   counsel   that   people   on   the   West   

Lawn   of   the   Capitol   were   upset   by   the   sudden   arrival   of   MPD’s   Civil   Disturbance   Unit.    But   

after   his   unexpected   contact   with   Officer   C.B.,   Grady   did   not   fight   him   or   any   other   officer.    He   

was   clearly   in   a   state   of   shock   and,   yes,   gave   full   expression   to   his   emotional   and   physical   

distress.   

Officer   C.B.’s   BWC   video   covers   about   52   minutes   from   1:53   p.m.   to   2:45   p.m..    His   

contact   with   Grady   occurred   at   2   p.m.    Officer   C.B.   did   not   lose   consciousness,   become   
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incapacitated   or   receive   medical   attention   thereafter   on   the   video.   Officer   C.B.   did   engage   in   1

several   violent   encounters    after    his   contact   with   Grady   ( Id.   at    14:02:00;   14:04:00;   14:04:12;   

14:04:30;   and   14:04:49).    It   is   telling   that   the   government's   response   makes   no   mention   of   

Officer   C.B.'s   injuries,   and   no   medical   records   have   been   provided   in   discovery.     

In   his   detention   ruling,   Magistrate   Judge   Irick   began   with   the   §   3142(g)(1)   factor   -   nature   

and   circumstances   of   the   offense   charged:    “First   is   the   defendant’s   personal   conduct.    I   boil   that   

down   to   the   fact   that   the   defendant   struck   a   law   enforcement   officer   with   a   weapon    so   violently   

that   it   caused   a   concussion    to   that   law   enforcement   officer…”   (Gov’t   Response   Ex.   1   at   22;   ECF   

No.   14-1;   emphasis   added).    This   profound   judicial   finding   about   Grady’s   alleged   violent   

conduct,   that   kept   him   in   jail   for   over   a   month,   now   has   no   factual   basis.     

This   chaotic   split   second   event   does   not   suppress   a   lifetime   of   peaceful   conduct.     With   

the   addition   of   10   more   letters   (Exhibit   B),   we   now   have   33   authentic   accounts   from   family   and   

friends   who   love   and   support   Grady.    They   provide   the   Court   with   ample   weight   under           §   

3142(g)(3)(A)   to   measure   Grady’s   history   and   characteristics.    These   voices   confirm   Grady’s   

gentle   and   helpful   nature.    Combined   with   his   lack   of    any    criminal   record   this   steadfast   support   

for   Grady   strongly   points   to   release.   

We   submit   that   the   government   cannot   meet   its   burden   under   §   3142(f)   to   prove   by   clear   

and   convincing   evidence   that   no   condition   or   combination   of   conditions   will   reasonably   assure   

the   safety   of   any   other   person   and   the   community.    Because   “(i)n   our   society   liberty   is   the   norm,   

and   detention   prior   to   trial   or   without   trial   is   the   carefully   limited    exception.”     United   States   v.   

Salerno ,   481   U.S.   739,   755   (1987).   

1  Officer   C.B.   did   receive   water   for   his   eyes   from   fellow   officers     at   14:11:33   and   14:13:36   after   being   exposed   to   an   
unknown   irritant.    And   he   put   on   a   gas   mask   at   14:24:48.    Id.   
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Counsel   is   working   with   Pretrial   Services   Officer   Christine   Schuck   to   review   and   

approve   a   potential   residence   for   home   detention   and   GPS   monitoring   in   the   Western   District   of   

Texas.    Officer   Schuck   is   also   in   the   process   of   clearing   a   third   party   custodian   if   that   is   a   

suitable   option.    We   expect   to   have   these   tasks   completed   by   the   hearing   on   May   10th.    Counsel   

has   also   confirmed   that   Grady’s   Mother   Shannon   Owens   is   available   to   fly   to   Orlando   and   escort   

Grady   by   return   flight   to   Austin   so   he   can   report   directly   to   the   Pretrial   Services   Office   and   then   

travel   to   the   Court-approved   residence.     

Wherefore,   we   ask   this   Court   to   revoke   the   detention   order   and   release   Grady   Owens   to   

an   assigned    residence   with   conditions   in   Blanco,   Texas   and   Courtesy   Supervision   by   the   Pretrial   

Services   Office   in   the   Western   District   of   Texas   -   Austin   Division.   

 Respectfully   submitted,   

_________/   s   /___________   
Pat   Munroe   Woodward,   Jr.,   Esq.   
D.C.   Bar   No.   436662   
1783   Forest   Drive,   No.   330   
Annapolis,   MD    21401   
Phone:    202-246-4679   
Fax:    410-216-9812   
patmwoodwardjr@gmail.com   
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CERTIFICATE   OF   SERVICE   

  
I   hereby   certify   that   on   this   5th   day   of   May   2021,   I   electronically   filed   the   foregoing   

pleading   with   the   Clerk   of   Court   using   the   CM   /   ECF   system,   which   will   send   an   electronic   

notification   of   such   filing   to   all   counsel   of   record.     

_________/s/________   
Pat   Munroe   Woodward,   Jr.,   Esq.   
Counsel   for   Mr.   Owens   
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